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Krabi, a coastal province, abounds with countless natural attractions that never fail to impress tourists. Such attractions include white sandy beaches, crystal clear water, fascinating coral reefs, caves and waterfalls, as well as, numerous islands.

From archaeological discoveries, it is believed that Krabi was one of the oldest communities in Thailand dating back to the prehistoric period. It is believed that this town may have taken its name after the meaning of Krabi, which means sword. This may have stemmed from a legend.
that an ancient sword was unearthed prior to the city’s founding.

Bordering the Andaman Sea, Krabi is located 814 kilometres south of Bangkok and covers an area of 4,708 square kilometres. Its mountainous physical geography is broken by highlands and plains, as well as, covers more than 130 large and small islands, and abounds with mangrove forests. The Krabi River flows 5 kilometres through the town and flows into the Andaman Sea at Tambon Pak Nam. There are also canals or Khlongs such as Khlong Pakasai, Khlong Krabi Yai, and Khlong Krabi Noi, which all originate from Krabi’s highest mountain Mount Phanom Bencha.

HOW TO GET THERE

By car: From Bangkok there are two routes:
1. Take Highway No. 4 (Phetchakasem Road), passing Phetchaburi–Prachuap Khiri Khan–Chumphon–Ranong–Phang-nga, to Krabi. The total distance is 946 kilometres.
2. Take Highway No. 4 (Phetchakasem Road), and connecting to Highway No. 41 via Amphoe Lang Suan, Chumphon and Amphoe Chaïya, Surat Thani. Proceed turn left towards to Highway 44 at Tambon Tha Ruea, Amphoe Ban Na Doem, Surat Thani around 90 kilometres until converge on Highway No. 4 (Phetchakasem Road), for Amphoe Ao Luek, and connecting to Amphoe Mueang Krabi. This route is 814 kilometres.

By Bus: Take the daily bus from the Bangkok Southern Bus Terminal on Borommaratchachonnani Road to Krabi. The journey takes 12-13 hours. For more information; Transport Company Limited Tel. 1490 www.transport.co.th

Lignite Tour Co., Ltd., Bangkok Office Tel. 0 2894 6151-2, Krabi Office Tel. 0 7566 3502

By Train: There are no direct train services to Krabi. Travellers by train must get off at Thung Song Train Station (Nakhon Si Thammarat) or Trang Train Station and continue by regular minivan or bus to Krabi. For more information, State Railways of Thailand Tel. 1690 www.railway.co.th

By Air: There are many airlines operating flights from Bangkok to Krabi International Airport, as follows:
- From Donmueang Airport
  - Thai Air Asia Tel. 0 2515 9999 www.airasia.com
  - Thai Lion Air Tel. 0 2529 9999 www.lionairthai.com
  - Nok Air Tel. 1318, 0 2900 9955 www.nokair.com
- From Suvarnabhumi Airport
  - Bangkok Airways Tel. 1771, 0 2270 6699 www.bangkokair.com
  - Thai Airways Tel. 0 2356 1111, Krabi International Airport, Tel. 0 7570 1591-3. www.thaiairways.com
  - Thai Smile Airways Tel. 1181, 0 2118 8888 www.thaisalimair.com

Transportation from the Airport to town: Airport Shuttle Bus service depends on arrival flight. To Krabi Bus Terminal, Krabi Town (90 Baht.), Ao Nang (150 Baht.). For more information, Tel. 089 729 7126, 089 729 2337, 0 7566 3444 and Taxi service charges by distance.

Transportation in Town can be conveniently reached by local mini-bus (Song Thaeo). Such as Ban Hat Yao, Ao Luek, Hat Noppharat Thara, Susan Hoi, Ban Bo Muang etc. Trips to other destinations can be made by taxi and rental car.
Distances from Amphoe Mueang Krabi to Other Districts

Amphoe Nuea Khlong  17  kilometres
Amphoe Khao Phanom  39  kilometres
Amphoe Khlong Thom  42  kilometres
Amphoe Ao Luek  43  kilometres
Amphoe Plai Phraya  66  kilometres
Amphoe Lam Thap  67  kilometres
Amphoe Ko Lanta  103  kilometres

Distances from Krabi to other provinces

Phang-nga  86  kilometres
Trang  131  kilometres
Phuket  176  kilometres
Surat Thani  211  kilometres

ATTRACTIONS
Amphoe Mueang Krabi

Khao Khanap Nam (เขาขนาบน้ำ)
These two hills, roughly 100 metres high, flank the Krabi River running between them to form a distinctive vista and the town’s most prominent landmark. Apart from admiring these hills from the boat and visiting the local mangrove forests, Khao Khanap Nam has a beautiful cave with amazing stalactites and stalagmites worth exploring. From the boat, one climbs the stairs leading up to the cave. A large number of human skeletons have been found here but are currently gone. It is theorized that they were those who came and established a home at Khanap Nam, but were cut off by an inundation of water and quickly perished.
To get there: It is accessible within 15 minutes by long-tail boat from Chao Fah Pier. The travel time around 1 hour.

Hat Noppharat Thara–Mu Ko Phi Phi National Park (อุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะพีพี เกาะพีพี) is located in Mu 5 Tambon Ao Nang, covering an area of 242,437 rai in which 200,849 rai is water. There are 3 distinctive kinds of forest here.

Moist evergreen forests: are found on the high steep mountains of Khao Hang Nak and Khao Ao Nang.

Mangrove forest: are found in Khlong Hang, which is within the area of the National Park’s headquarters, as well as, around Khlong Yan Saba and Susan Hoi or the 40-million-year fossil shell beach (situated to the northeast).

Peat swamp forests: comprise an outstanding plant society of pure Samet or cajuput forest. Numerous species of fauna include frigatebird, brahminy kite, white-bellied sea-eagle, edible-nest swiftlet, common wild pig, monkey, and langur.

The National Park provides accommodation, Admission fee for Adult 400 Baht. for Children 200 Baht. For more information, National park
office Tel. 0 7563 7200, for accommodation Tel. 0 7565 6150 The best time to visit is between November–April.

**Place of Interest in the National Park**

**Hat Noppharat Thara** (หาดนพรัตนธารา) 3-kilometre long sandy beach lined. The beach paved with tiny seashells, was formerly called “Hat Khlong Haeng”, which means dried canal beach, because when the tide ebbs the stream flowing from the northern mountains almost disappears. The area, hence, turns into a long beach and stretches all the way to the island of Ko Khao Pak Khlong. It is also possible at low tide to walk from the beach to various small islands within the bay. This beach is popular among those who prefer serene and tranquil surroundings.

**Susan Hoi** (literally means Shell Cemetery) (สุสานหอย) is located 17 kilometres from the provincial capital, within Ban Laem Pho, Susan Hoi is accessible via the same route as Hat Noppharat Thara. A road sign to this shell cemetery is visible when one reaches Ban Sai Thai. Once a large freshwater swamp, the habitat of diverse mollusks of about 2 centimetres in size, Susan Hoi features a slab formed from a huge number of embedded various types of mollusks which can be dated to approximately 40 million years ago. With changes on the surface of the earth, seawater flooded the freshwater swamp and the limestone elements in the seawater enveloped the submerged mollusks resulting in a homogenous layer of fossilized mollusk shells forty centimetres thick known as Shelley Limestone. With geographical upheavals,
the limestone layer is now distributed in great broken sheets of impressive magnitude on the seashore.

**Ao Nang (อ่าวนาง)** is located approximately 6 kilometres from Hat Noppharat Thara, this bay has a broad sandy beach that stretches to the foot of a prominent limestone range. Accommodation, restaurants, and tour operators are available along the beachfront. From Ao Nang, tourists may hire boats to nearby attractions such as; Hat Rai Le, as well as, enjoy rock climbing at Hat Tham Phra Nang, Ko Poda, Ko Mo and Ko Thap are popular destinations among tourists for their beautiful beaches and colourful coral reefs. They are ideal islands for diving and snorkelling.

**Hat Railay (หาดไรเลย์)** is characterized by beautiful landscapes with magnificent limestone cliffs as a heaven for rock climbers. Hat Railay consist of 2 side;

- Railay West: is the longest, featuring white sand and shallow water. Though Railay West is ideal for sunbathing, do be warned that the southern-end is pretty rocky. Being also the most beautiful at sunset, popular of resorts, restaurants and beach bars serving visitors. Further a good spot for rock climbing

- Railay East: (Hat Nam Maow) which is actually really just part of a bigger mangrove swamp. Though it’s not great for swimming, it’s the best place to catch a beautiful sunrise.

**Thale Waek or Separated Sea**
Railay West and East is Phranang Beach, named after the cave containing a sacred Buddha image that can be found on this beach. Phranang is the best beach for swimming, with clean, white powdery sand and crystal clear, shallow water.

**Mu Ko Poda (หมู่เกาะปอดะ)** is located 8 kilometres offshore of Ao Nang. Mu Ko Poda is fringed by clear waters, and offers white sandy beaches, as well as, pristine coral reefs. This is why it is a year-round attraction and an excellent place for fishing because it is not affected so much by the monsoon. Mu Ko Poda can be reached within 25 minutes by boat from Ao Nang. Many noteworthy islands like Ko Thap, Ko Mo, Ko Hua Khwan, and Ko Kai are situated nearby. A beautiful sandy beach, connecting these islands, is visible at low tide.

**Thale Waek or Separated Sea (ทะเลแหวก)** During the lowest tide of the day, the sea is gradually separated by the white sand and limestone beach that will appear to amazingly connect two islands. The best time to visit is 5 days before and after the full moon from December to the beginning of May.
**Mu Ko Phi Phi** (หมู่เกาะพีพี)
is located 42 kilometres from the provincial town of Krabi, Mu Ko Phi Phi, an archipelago, was formerly called Pulao Piah Pi, where in Pulao is the Malay word for island and Piah Pi refers to the cassia and mangrove wood found there. The name previously sounded something like Pi Pi and later the P was pronounced with a stronger aspiration and the name became Phi Phi as we know today. Exceptionally clear waters teem with a rich variety of underwater anemones, coral reefs, and colourful marine life, Phi Phi Islands is a popular destination for snorkelling. Mu Ko Phi Phi, an archipelago of six islands located at an equal distance from Krabi and Phuket, consists of Ko Phi Phi Le, Ko Phi Phi Don, Ko Yung, Ko Mai Phai, Ko Bida Nok, and Ko Bida Nai. These islands are renowned for their marvellous beaches and crystalline water.

**Ko Phi Phi Don**

Place of Interest in Mu Ko Phi Phi: Ko Phi Phi Don (เกาะพีพีดอน) covering an area of 28 square kilometres. Outstanding attractions are the twin bays with curving white sandy beaches of Ao Ton Sai and Ao Lo Da Lam. Ko Phi Phi Pier. Visitors can walk from this bay uphill to the scenic spot where the visibility of the twin bays is generally excellent. Beside Ao Ton Sai, there are also other attractive beaches and bays around the island. A number of accommodation is available at Hat Laem Hin, Hat Yao, and Ao Lo Bakao. At the northern end of the island is Laem Tong, renowned for its underwater natural beauty with lodging available. A huddle of fisherman’s huts (15–20 families) is located here. Most of them have previously migrated from Ko Li Pe of Tarutao National Park, Satun province.
**Ko Phi Phi Le** (เกาะพีพีเล) covering an area of only 6.6 square kilometres, this islet is surrounded by limestone mountains and sheer cliffs plunging hundreds of metres to the sea. The sea is 20 metres deep and the deepest point in the south of the island is around 34 metres. Ko Phi Phi Le offers superb scenic bays such as Ao Pi Le, Ao Maya, and Ao Lo Sa Ma. In the northeast of the island is a large cave called Tham Viking. The cave was renamed Tham Phaya Nak or Naga Serpent Cave by King Rama IX because of a stone resembling the mythical creature, which His Majesty saw when he paid a visit here in 1972.

**Ko Yung** (เกาะยูง) is located in north of Ko Phi Phi Don. The island has a stone beach in the east and small sandy beaches at the foot of the hills. It is teeming with various kinds of colourful coral reefs.

**Ko Mai Phai** (เกาะไม้ไผ่) is located in the north of Ko Phi Phi Don and not far from Ko Yung. Marvellous beaches are in the north and east of the island. The bank of coral reefs with staghorn corals, in particular, stretches from north to south of the island.

*To get there:* Mu Ko Phi-Phi can accessible from both Krabi and Phuket. For one-day trip on speedboat is available at Ao Nang Boat Service Co-operation Co., Ltd or contact tour operation.
Boat Service Schedule from Ao Nang to other Island, For more information contact, Boat Service Co-operation co., Ltd Tel. 09 4583 5143 www.aonangboatserviceco-op.com

### From Ao Nang

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Railay/ Phranang Cave</td>
<td>single Trip/100 Baht/ Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poda Island/ Chicken Island/ Thale Waek</td>
<td>Join group/300 Baht/ Person/ One day tour/max 6 person/ 2,200 Baht.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Island/ Lagoon (Charter)</td>
<td>max 6 person/ 2,500 Baht.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Phi Island/ Maya Beach/ Mai Phai Island (Charter)</td>
<td>one day tour/Max 6 person/ 7,000 Baht.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Remarks: Boat fares are subject to change without notice.**
**Ngon Nak point (จุดชมวิวเขาหงอน_na)***
is located in Ranger Station Pho Pho 4 (Thap Khaek), is part of Hat Noppharat Thara–Mu Ko Phi Phi National Park. Thap Khaek boasts numerous species of flora and fauna and offers a lookout point or Ngon Nak point -bird's eye view of Krabi's sea- with the natural forest trail total length of about 3.7 kilometres. A guide is necessary.

**To get there,** take Highway No. 4200 onto the Khlong Chilat Intersection. Take a left turn onto Highway No. 4034 towards Ban Nong Thale. Take another left turn towards Ban Khlong Muang and then a right turn to the Ranger Station. This route is 38 kilometres.

**Tham Sadet (ถ้ำเสด็จ)**
is located at Ban Nong Kok, Tambon Sai Thai, 7 kilometres from the provincial town of Krabi. The villagers named it to mark the visit–sadet–of King Rama VI (before he ascended to the throne) in 1909. The cave features marvellous stalactite and stalagmite formations.

**Wat Tham Suea (วัดถ้ำเสือ)**
is located at Ban Tham Suea, Tambon Krabi Noi, Tham Suea means tiger cave because the cave in front of Ao Luk Tharu Range or Khao Kaeo features natural rock impressions of tiger paws and real tigers once roamed this area. The surrounding area is covered with lush forest and enormous trees hundreds of years old, particularly in the Khiri Wong Valley. Mountains are on all sides and there are smaller caves in great numbers such as Tham Khonthan, Tham Lot, Tham Chang Kao, Tham Luk Tharu, and Tham Phra. Aside from being the site of a meditation centre, it is also a place of archaeo-
logical interest, dating from the prehistoric into proto-historic times. Stone tools, potsherds, and unbaked clay votive tablets have been found. In addition to this, there are trekking routes, and a trail of 1,272 steps leading to the lookout point for a bird’s eye view of the place.

To get there: 7 kilometres from the provincial town of Krabi via Highway No. 4 (Phetchakasem Road) and turning left onto Highway No. 4037 (Ratsadon Phatthana Road).

Pa Phru Tha Pom Khlong Song Nam ป่าพรุท่าน้อย คลองสองน้ำ is located at Ban Nong Chik, Mu 2, Tambon Khao Khram. Pa Phru or peat swamp forest of the canal of Tha Pom features a number of water sources, which originate from the Chong Phra Kaeo pool. Tha Pom is called Khlong Song Nam by the locals, which in Thai literally means “two water canal”, because of its special feature location where crystal clear freshwater, which the pool’s floor and the roots of Lumphi palm (Eleiodoxa conferta) are virtually visible, meets seawater from the mangrove forest. Tha Pom features a natural trail made of lath. Wooden chairs are located at certain points for nature lovers to conveniently admire the view of the place. Admission fee for adults 90 Baht and Children 50 Baht. For more information, contact the Khao Khram Sub-district Administration Organization, Tel. 0 7569 4165, 0 7560 3408.

To get there: Take Highway No. 4 (Phetchakasem Road: Krabi-Ao Luek route) onto Km. 126 and take a left turn for another 5 kilometres.
Khao Phanom Bencha National Park
(อุทยานแห่งชาติเขาพนมเบญจา)
is Krabi's only on land National Park. Covering a total area of 31,325 rai, including parts of Amphoe Mueang, Amphoe Ao Luek, and Amphoe Khao Phanom. It offers pristine, lush forest with mountain ranges running north to south. Khao Phanom Bencha, the highest elevation of Krabi, stands at 1,397 metres above sea level. Its marvellous scenery is enhanced by streams, waterfalls, caves, and wild animals such as Asian tapir, Sumatran serow, Asiatic black bear, and Fishing cat. In addition to this, it boasts more than 218 species of birds such as eagles, hornbills, and woodpeckers.

The National Park provides accommodation, Admission fee for Adult 100 Baht and Children 50 Baht. For more information Tel. 0 7566 0716, 0 7566 0717

To get there: Take Highway no. 4 (Phetchakasem Road) towards Ban Talat Kao T-junction. Take a left turn onto the highway no. 1016 (Talat Kao–Ban Huai To route.) The total distance to the National Park is 20 kilometres.

Place of Interest in the National Park
Namtok Huai To (น้ำตกหัวโต)
Originating from Khao Phanom Bencha, this waterfall is composed of 5 cascades, each with its own name, such as Wang Sam Hap, Wang Chong Loi, Wang Doi Prong, Wang Thewada, and Wang Ton Phrio. Namtok Huai To eventually flows to Khlong Krabi Yai in Amphoe Mueang, Krabi.
**Namtok Huai Sa Khae** (น้ำตกหัวสะอาด) is located 300 metres from the park’s office, this waterfall is composed of 3 cascades with a crystal clear pool.

**Amphoe Ao Luek**

*Than Bokkhorani National Park* (ธารโบกขรณี)

The landscape is dominated by a series of limestone mountains, evergreen forests, mangrove forests, and numerous islands. The main flora are evergreen forest, peat swamp forest, strand forest, and mangrove forest, as well as, various types of marine flora. Two natural trails are available. Firstly, a 1-kilometre path within the National Park. Secondly, a trail of some 3-4 kilometres from the park to the mangrove forest. No accommodation is available. Admission fee for Adult 300 Baht. and Children 100 Baht. For more information Tel. 0 7568 1096

**Place of Interest in the National Park**

*Than Bokkhorani* (ธารโบกขรณี) is located near the park’s office, Than Bokkhorani is a stream formerly known as Than Asok, where Asoka or Asok trees in Thai were grown. Its topography sees various flowing streams on their journey to numerous pools of different cascades among a shady forested area.

To the north of Than Bokkhorani sees a replica of the Lord Buddha’s footprint carved from wood. It is situated near the shrine of Chaopho To Yuan–To Chong.
**Tham Lot** (ถ้ำลอด) is a tunnel under a limestone mountain where stalactite and stalagmite formations are found. **Tham Phi Hua To** (ถ้ำผีหัวโต) is 500 metres from Tham Lot. Oversized human skulls had been discovered in the cave, thus giving the cave its present name. The prehistoric paintings of men and animals, as well as, a pile of numerous seashells on the floor can be seen in the cave. Tourists can enjoy the serene view of the mangrove forests by canoes. Rental service is available at the Bo Tho Pier. **To get there:** located 6 kilometres from the park’s office, proceed from Amphoe Ao Luek via Ao Luek-Laem Sak route for 2 kilometres. Turn right for Bo Tho Pier. Take a 15-minute long-tail boat ride along Khlong Tha Prang, which passes through the mangrove forests.

**Mu Ko Hong** (หมู่เกาะห้อง) is located in part of Than Bokkhorani, a group of islands including Ko Lao or Ko Saka, Ko Lao Riam, Ko Pakka and Ko Lao Lading. Ko Hong or Ko Lao Pile is the biggest island in the south. Most of them are limestone islands with crystal clear water, fine beaches, coral reefs in both deep and shallow water, most suited for diving and fishing. There is a 400-metre hiking trail around Ko Hong. This area is also suitable for sea-canoeing. The park’s entrance fees for adults and children are 200 and 100 baht, respectively. In addition, the park charges 20 baht for camping on the island. Visitors must bring their own tents. Mu Ko Hong is accessible by long-tail boat from Ao Nang Boat Service Co-operation Co.,Ltd. or contact tour operation.
**Tham Chao Le** (ถ้ำชาวเล) is located to the west of Laem Sak. Tham Chao Le is a cave that sits within the bay, where mountains and picturesque islands surround it. The prehistoric paintings of men, animals, and geometric symbols, as well as, stalactite and stalagmite formations are found. It is assumed that the paintings may have been painted after those of Tham Phi Hua To. Canoeing near the cave is possible. Tham Chao Le is accessible by a boat service or rental boat from Laem Sak. The trip takes 10 to 15 minutes.

**Khao Karot/Garose** (เขากาโรส) is located to the east of the end of Laem Sak. Ancient paintings of men and animals are on the cliff walls facing Hin Bai Bay. Canoeing is possible.

**Amphoe Khlong Thom**

**Wat Khlong Thom Museum** (พิพิธภัณฑสถานวัดคลองทอม)

This local museum is located in Wat Khlong Thom, features various kinds of artefacts that were discovered within an archaeological site called “Khuan Luk Pat” or a bead mound behind the temple. The discoveries include stone tools, stone and earthen ornaments, and figurines in the shapes of animals. The beads, in particular, are about 5,000 years old. Open daily (except Wednesday) during 08.30 a.m.-04.30 p.m. Admission fee for Adult 100 Baht. and Children 50 Baht.

To get there: 1 kilometre from Khlong Thom District Office, between Km. 71 and Km. 72 along Highway no.4 (Phetchakasem Road).
**Namtok Ron Khlong Thom** (น้ำตกร่อนคลองท่อม)
is located at Mu 4, Tambon Khlong Thom Nue. The area is full of hot springs in a shady forest. The temperature is not too hot at 40-50 degrees Celsius. The hot springs and cool streams converge on a slope to form lovely cascades with warm water. Admission fee is 90 baht. Open daily 08.30 a.m.-05.00 p.m.

*To get there:* From Khlong Thom District Office. Take Highway no.4 (Phetchakasem Road), until reaching T-junction, turn left to highway 4038 and turn right to rural road 4021 for 9 kilometres.

**Khao Pra-Bang Khram Wildlife Sanctuary** (เขาปราบبانก์ป่าประอาช-บางคราม)
is located at Ban Bang Tiao, Tambon Khlong Thom Nuea. There is a 2.7-kilometre nature trail known as the Tina Jollife (Thung Tiao) Trail, named after an English activist wanting to conserve this batch of rainforest. In remembrance of Tina, Thung Tiao is part of the lowland forest close to Ban Bang Tiao, Tambon Khlong Thom Nuea, Amphoe Khlong Thom, Krabi. The nature trail is equipped with signboards explaining the special features of this area. The trail starts 800 metres before the Emerald Pool running through the last piece of the lowland rainforest in southern Thailand. This is home to Gurney’s Pitta, a rare colourful bird found close to the forest ground where they feed. Because of its rarity and specific habitat, Khao Pra-Bang Khram Wildlife Sanctuary was initiated. In addition to this, there are more than 300 species of birds, which is the largest number ever recorded in any conservation area in the southern part of Thailand. In addition to this, more than 100 species were found along this nature trail. Some of the birds found are thick-billed pigeon, lineated...
barbet, Asian fairy-bluebird, bulbul, sunbird, spiderhunter, and squirrels.

To get there: Proceed along the same route as Namtok Ron Khlong Thom along Highway No. 4038. Before reaching Talat Khlong Thom, proceed onto Ban Bang Tiao for 17 kilometres.

**Emerald Pool (ศรัณมรกต)**

is part of the Khao Pra-Bang Kham Wildlife Sanctuary. Comprising lowland forest, this area features the Emerald Pool or Sa Morakot, which are 3 hot springs with a temperature of 30-50 degrees Celsius. The forest is home to numerous flora and rare birds like Gurney’s Pitta, Rufous-collared Kingfisher, and Black Hornbill. The most intense emerald colour, visiting at dawn or early in the morning is highly recommended. Admission fee for Adult 200 Baht. and Children 100 Baht. Open daily 08.30 a.m.-05.00 p.m.

To get there: Take the same route as Namtok Ron Khlong Thom, around 6 Kilometres.

**Namtok Hin Phoeng (น้ำตกหินเพิง)**

is located at Mu 8, Ban Hin Phoeng, Tambon Khlong Phon, visitors must walk along the edge of a mountain for 400 metres to see 3-level of waterfall, which running down 800 meters from a steep cliff.
To get there: 25 kilometres from Amphoe Khlong Thom. Proceed along Phetchakasem Road (Krabi –Trang route), turn left for 8 kilometres at Tambon Khlong Phon.

**Amphoe Ko Lanta**  
*Mu Ko Lanta National Park* (อุทยานแห่งชาติหมู่เกาะลันตา)

Covering a total area of 152 square kilometres, Mu Ko Lanta National Park consists of many islands. Some major islands are Ko Lanta Yai, Ko Lanta Noi, Ko Taleng Beng, as well as, other surrounding islands like Mu Ko Ha, Mu Ko Rok, and Ko Ngai.

The National Park provides accommodation, Admission fee for Adult 400 Baht. and Children 200 Baht. For more information Tel. 0 7563 7200, 0 7566. The best time to visit is between November–April. For more information, contact Mu Ko Lanta National Park Tel. 0 7566 0711, 08 2816 6885 www.dnp.go.th

**Place of Interest in the National Park**

*Ko Lanta Noi* (เกาะลันตาน้อย) was the former settlement of the Ko Lanta community, where a district office, school, as well as, traditional lifestyle, and houses are still currently available.

*Ko Lanta Yai* (เกาะลันตาใหญ่) Ko Lanta Yai’s topography is long and narrow. Sala Dan Pier is where tour operators, shops and banks are situated. Several beautiful beaches are in the west such as Hat Kho Kwang, Hat Lo Bara, Ao Phra Ae, Hat Khlong Khong, and Hat Khlong Nin. A paved road runs along the beaches all the way from the northern part of the island to the headquarters of the Mu Ko Lanta National Park in the south. The landscape is dominated
by a series of mountains covered with virgin rainforest. To the east features an old community. The district office was previously here and later relocated to Ko Lanta Noi. Most people on the island are Muslim. The communities of Ban Sang Ka-u still maintain their traditional Loi Ruea Ceremony. Not far from the headquarters, Laem Tanot features a lighthouse, where visitors can enjoy the panoramic view of a pebble beach merging with a white sandy beach. At the end of the cape features Ko Mo, an ideal diving spot. Besides Laem Tanot, tourists can enjoy the Andaman Sea's spectacular view from many hilltop restaurants located in the central part of the island.

**Ko Rok Nai (เกาะรอกใน)** This is where the Mu Ko Lanta National Park’s Ranger Station is located. Ko Rok Nai is an island that is mostly steep cliffs.

To the east, it offers a beach and unspoiled coral reefs among rocks. Laem Thong and Ao San Chao are to the north. Ko Rok Nai offers white sandy beaches, crystal clear water, and is still very intact. Nature trails are available.

**Ko Rok Nok (เกาะรอกนอก)** is full of soft white sandy beaches and coral reefs in shallow water in the southeast and the south. Hat Thalu and Ao Man Sai are situated at the end of the island.

**To get there:** Rent a boat from Pak Meng Pier in Trang Province, which takes about 3-4 hours. Alternatively, take the speed boat from Ko Lanta. Contact tour operators, resorts or bungalows on Ko Lanta Yai.

Remarks: Since Ko Rok is quite far, trips by a long-tail boat is not recommended, especially during bad weather.
**Ko Ngai** (เกาะไหง) is a small island with a long sandy beach in the east and unspoiled coral reefs in shallow water at the beachfront, which is an ideal snorkelling spot. It is accessible by a chartered boat from Pak Meng Pier, Trang province.

**Hin Daeng** (หินแดง) or submerged red rock lies on the outer edge of the Andaman Sea. It offers various kinds of coral reefs making it a superb diving spot.

**Ko Ha** (เกาะห่า) is an archipelago of five islands. The sail-shaped Ko Ha Yai is where coral reefs are found in shallow water.

**To Get There:**

**By Car:** This is served by a car ferry from Ban Hua Hin to Ko Lanta Noi. Then, proceed by cross the bridge Siri Lanta to Ko Lanta Yai.

Ferry Departure Times and Fares

Ban Hua Hin–Ko Lanta Noi 08.00 a.m.-06.30 p.m.
Ko Lanta Noi-Ban Hua Hin: 07.00 a.m.-08.00p.m.

Fares: car is 50 baht/motorcycle is 10 baht

**By Van:** From Krabi Bus Terminal or Krabi International Airport (make appointment), which operate between 07.00a.m.-05.00 p.m. (every hour.) The fare is 250 baht per person. The trip takes 2 hours. For more information Tel. 08 7881 6988

**By Boat:** The trip takes about 2 hours, during the High Season (November–April)
From Krabi (Chi Lard Pier) to Ko Lanta: 11.30 a.m. / 02.30 p.m. 450 Baht.
From Ko Lanta to Krabi (Chi Lard Pier): 08.30 a.m. / 11.30 p.m. 450 Baht.

For more information contact, Lanta Super Concord Ltd, Tel. 0 7563 0178

From Ko Lanta to Ko Phi Phi Islands. The trip takes about 1 hour.

From Ko Lanta to Ko Phi Phi:
- Ko Lanta to Ko Phi Phi: 11.30 a.m. / 01.30 p.m. 350 Baht.
- Ko Phi Phi to Ko Lanta: 08.30 a.m. / 11.30 p.m. 350 Baht.

For more information contact, Lanta Petchpailin Co., Ltd Tel. 0 7566 7033

**Ko Talabeng** (เกาะตะละเบ็ง)
is a limestone island that is similar to Ko Phi Phi Le. It consists of small lovely beaches and grottoes which become visible during low tide. Some swallows can be seen on the island. To the north features Ko Phi, which is an ideal spot for canoeing.

**Amphoe Nuea Khlong**

**Krabi Hot Spring** (น้ำพุรอนกระบี่)
is located in Ban Bang Phueng, Tambon Khok Yang. There are six hot spring wells altogether. Admission fee 50 Baht per person. Open daily from 6 a.m.-7 p.m. For more information Tel. 08 7624 0053

**To get there:** Take highway no. 4 (Phetchakasem Road), Km. no. 989-990, from the main road, make a left turn into

**Community Based Tourism**

**Ban Ko Khlang Community** (ชุมชนบ้านเกาะกลาง)
is located in Tambon Khlong Prasong, Amphoe Mueang Krabi, is situated on the island in the middle of the Krabi River. Most of villagers are Muslims and live a simple life. The Community is fortified with a mangrove forest and beautiful scenery on the island. People in the community divide the groups of occupation that produce a variety of local products as follows:

**Khao Sang Yot Farmer Group.** Khao Sang Yot is a rice strain adopted from Phattalung province. It is wet season rice planted once a year. Usually, people in the community cultivate for their own consumption.

**The Ruea Hua Thong Models Group: ** Ruea Hua Thong or long-tailed fishing boat is an important vehicle of the local fishermen. The prow part is highly curing to be able to cope with the waves and wind. It has been developed to be a miniature boat as a souvenir and has become a well-known OTOP product of Krabi.

**The Pateh Cloth Group:** It is a combination of Pateh and Batik cloth adding vibrant colours and unique designs and transformed into various products; such as, shawls and sarongs.

**To get there:** Take a ferry from the Chao Fa Pier, take around 15 minutes. When arriving at Ko Khlang, visitors can rent a local Sam-lo, which available at the pier to explore the island. On
the way, you can stop by Khao Khanap Nam, an attraction nearby Ko Khlang.

**Laem Sak Community (ชุมชนแหลมสัก)**
is located in Tambon Laem Sak, Amphoe Ao Luek, is a cultural diversified community that consists of Buddhists, Muslim and Chinese. Tourists can learn the way of community’s livelihood; for instance, coastal fishery, raising fish in a floating basket, making a floating basket for famous Green Caviar seaweed, etc. In addition, the nearby community offers other diversified attractions including archaeological sites like rock paintings at Laem Fai Mai and Pha Khao Khom or natural attractions like Hat Sai Klang Nam (Tu Kon Sai), mangrove forest, and Than Bok Khorani National Park.

**Ra Mat-Khun Samut Tourism-based Community (ชุมชนท่องเที่ยวร่าหมาด-ขุนสมุทร)**
is located at Mu 2, 10 Tambon Ko Klang, Amphoe Ko Lanta. This Muslim community is reputed for its art and local cultural performance; such as, Rong Ngaeng dance, Li-ke Pa, Ka Yong as well as being an occupational support-learning centre according to the sufficiency economy where people can learn about farming, Thai buffalo conservation, rubber plantation, non-toxic vegetable planting and old-style coffee making. There are plenty of activities to enjoy for tourists; for example, kayaking and sightseeing the abundance of Khlong Ramay mangrove forest, biking around the island, observing the local fishermen’s way of life including sailing to other island nearby.

**Ban Na Tin Tourism-based Community (ชุมชนท่องเที่ยวบ้านน้ำเติน)**
is located in Tambon Ao Nang, Amphoe Mueang Krabi, is a muslim community where most of the villagers make a living of coastal fishery and rubber plantation. The people in the community are united and make outstanding products, which have been promoted to be an OTOP village. The products are divided into various groups; for instance, coconut shell, Batik and hand-milled brown rice. The community also provides a standard homestay for tourists. Close to community are numerous famous attraction; such as, Ao Nang, Hat Noppharat Thara, Ko Poda, Ao Rau Le, Thale Waek and Shell Fossils Cemetery.

**Ban Tham Suea Tourism-based Community (ชุมชนท่องเที่ยวบ้านถ้าเสือ)**
is located in Tambon Ao Luek Tai, Amphoe Ao Luek, is a Buddhist community the makes a living from oil palm and rubber plantations and fishery. People in the community have an occupation according to their specialization in each product group; such as. Pateh cloth, hand-craft from wing shells “Bu-nga Andaman”, Ban Tham Suea Recreation, homestay and cultural performances including folk performances at the Ban Tham Suea Cultural and Traditional Learning Center.

**Ban Thung Yi Peng Tourism-based Community (ชุมชนท่องเที่ยวบ้านทุ่งหยีเพ่ง)**
is located on Ko Lanta Yai, Tambon Sala Dan, Amphoe Ko Lanta, The Community occupies an area of low hill terrain and mangrove forest. Most of the People in the community are Muslim who have occupations in rubber plantation and local fishery. Tourists can do several activities, which include sailing, kayaking, observing a demonstration plantation of non-toxic local vegetables, watching monkey and snake shows, as well as learning how to make shrimp paste, a well-known produch of the community.
Events and Festivals

_**Krabi Naga Fest** (กระบี่ นาคา เฟส)
_ The Fest annually takes place in February at Hat Khlong Muang, Tambon Nong Thale, Amphoe Mueang Krabi. The activities feature food stands from 5-star hotels, and street and cultural shows including performances from international Jazz music artists. For more information, please contact TAT Krabi Office, Tel 0 7562 2163 and The Nong Thale Sub-district Administration Organisation, Tel. 0 7564 4329.

_**Laanta Lanta Festival** (งานลานตา ลันตา)
_ is held in March every year, the Fest’s objective is to publicise Ko Lanta’s ecotourism attractions as well as carry on the cultural heritage of the Muslim community and Thai Mai ethnic group. It also features various cultural performances; such as, rice pounding in the old way, Khuen Ple Klom Dek ritual (baby in candle spirit warming) and folk recreation. The event will take place at the Old Town Community, Ban Si Raya. For more information, please contact Ko Lanta District Office, Tel. 0 7568 4666

_**Sat Duean Sip Festival or Festival of the Tenth Lunar Month** (งานประเพณีสารทเดือนสิบ)
_ This is the southern traditional merit making occasion to honour one's ancestors. Food offerings such as Khanom La, Khanom Chohu, Khanom Phong, Khanom Ba, and Khanom Kong or Khai Pla, are made offer to Buddhist monks.

_**Chak Phra Festival** (งานประเพณีชักพระ)
_ The original waterborne procession, where Buddha images are put on elaborately decorated pulpits on boats are pulled along on the river has been replaced by a land procession. The festival was formerly accompanied with a performance of traditional boat songs. However, the traditional waterborne songs have since disappeared.

_**Krabi Boek Fa Andaman Festival** (งานกระบี่ เบิกฟ้าอันดามัน)
_ This is annually held in November to inaugurate the province's tourist season. Water sports competitions, cultural shows, and good-natured fun are the schedule.

_**Loi Ruea Chao Le Festival** (ประเพณีลอยเรือ ชาวเล)
_ This old ritualistic tradition takes place on Ko Lanta during the full moon of the sixth and eleventh month in the lunar calendar. This is a religious rite performed by the sea gypsies of Ko Lanta, as well as, from other neighbouring areas, who gather on the beach near Sala Dan Village. They dance their famous “rong ngeng” round the boats of misfortune to be set adrift. Ceremonies feature singing and dancing. This festival is expected to bring prosperity and happiness to the participants.

_**Krabi Bike Week** (งานกระบี่ ไบค์ วีค)
_ The event is a collaboration of the Krabi Big Bike Club and the Krabi Provincial Administration Organisation annually held in November with the aims of the unity of the nation and neighbouring countries as well as Krabi tourism promotion and performing community service. The event takes place at the Krabi Provincial Administration Organisation.

_**Long-tailed Boat Cloth Tying Tradition, Worshipping the Phra Nang Traditional and Rock Climbing Marriage Ceremony** (งานผูกผ้าเรือหัวโทง พิธีสักการะขอพรพระนางและกิจกรรมปิณฑาจดทะเบียนสมรส)
_ is a combination of the local traditional conservation and tourism promotion. It is a joint
taskforce among all sectors involving the public, private and general people organizing the activities of tying chiffons at the Ruea Hua Thong’s prow, a spirit-encouraging folk custom that has been carried on from one generation to another and worshipping Phra Nang Goddess and asking for a blessing ceremony as a signal for welcoming the tourist season. Rock climbing and registering a marriage certificate is an exotic activity for an adventure-loving couple. More than 600 tourist destination routes and the rock climbing activity will be publicized and offered to both Thais and foreigners in the event that annually takes place in November at Hat Ao Nang, Ao Rai Le. For more information, please contact Ao Nang Sub-district Administration Organization, Tel. 0 7566 1424.

Krabi-Enlive Sea Kayak Thailand Championship and Sea Kayak Thailand Open (งานแข่งขันซีคยัคไทยแลนด์ชิงชนะเลิศแห่งประเทศและงานแข่งขันซีคยัคไทยแลนด์โอเพ่น)
The race is divided into 2 categories:
1. Krabi-Enlive Sea Kayak Thailand Championship
   1.1 One seat sea kayak, men and women for 22 kilometres.
   1.2 One seat kayak, junior, 2 alternate rowers, men and women for 9 kilometres.
   1.3 Sit on top two seat kayak, tourist.
2. Sea Kayak Thailand Open, one category:
   2.1 surfski, men for 22 kilometres and women for 9 kilometres.
The races are annually held in November at Ao Nang, Ao Rai Le and the Thara Public Park, Amphoe Mueang Krabi. For more information, please contact The Enlive Foundation or the Rowing and Canoeing Association of Thailand www.krabiliveseakayak.com

Local Products and Souvenirs
Batik ผ้าบัทิค crafted by the island’s numerous artists into T-shirts, dresses, wall hangings, and bed covers-beachwear and easily-affordable made-to-measure cotton, linen and silk clothing.

Hoy Chak Teen (Wing Shell) หอยชักตีน It is often found in sandy mud areas in Krabi and nearby provinces. It has a special dark brown mouth that is used for walking. The villagers call it “teen” (informal Thai) or “feet”, and for eating of this shell will have to pull a part called “feet” to fall out and it is used to serve seafood as a popular dish.

Nam Phrik Kung Siap น้ำพริกกุ้งเสียบ is a mixture of dried chili and smoked shrimps taken with various fresh vegetables.

Chi-o ร้านจี้ออ 149 Mu 3, Krabi-Khao Thong Road, Tambon Sai Thai, Amphoe Mueang, Krabi, 81000, Tel: 0 7562 2924–5, Fax: 0 7562 2924–5.

SUGGESTED ITINERARY
3 Days 2 Nights

Day 1
12.00 p.m. Arrive Krabi International Airport
12.30 p.m. Lunch
01.30 p.m. Heading to Emarald Pool in Khlong Tom District
03.00 p.m. Depart from Emarald Pool to Mueang Krabi and take long-tail boat at Chao Fa Pier to Ban Ko Khlang
06.00 p.m. Dinner and stay overnight in Mueang Krabi
Day 2
08.00 a.m. Breakfast
09.00 a.m. Heading to Ao Nang, Take on day tour to Mu Ko Hong Island, Lading Island and Pakbier Island
04.00 p.m. Arrive in Ao Nang
06.00 p.m. Dinner and sightseeing night life and stay in Ao Nang

Day 3
09.00 a.m. Heading to Wat Tham Suea, to see birth eye view point
12.00 p.m. Depart from Krabi to Donmueang Airport.

FACILITIES

ACCOMMODATION

(**REMARK: The room rates mentioned are subject to change without notice. Please contact the hotel before making the reservation.)

Amphoe Mueang Krabi
Baan Andaman Bed and Breakfast (บ้านอันดามัน เบด แอนด์ บ雷คฟาส) 12 Chamaianousorn, Tel. 0 7562 0781 www.krabi-baanandaman.com, 17 rooms: 1,000-1,500 baht.

Baan Samran (บ้านสราวุธ) 28/11 Puangmanee, Chaofah Road, Tel. 09 5424 0898, 0 7581 4494 www.baansamran.com, 24 rooms: 690-700 baht.
**Boon Siam (บูนสยาม)** 27 Chaokhun Road, Tel. 0 7563 2511-4 Fax: 0 7563 2510, www.boonsiamhotel.com, 70 rooms: 800-1,500 baht.

**Chao Fa Valley (เจ๊าฟ้า วัลเลย์)** 50 Chao Fa Road, Tel. 0 7561 2499, 11 rooms: 250-300 baht.

**Changsi Resort (ชางสี รีสอร์ท)** 124 Mu 3, Tambon Sai Thai, Tel. 0 7562 3657, Fax: 0 7562 3658, 22 rooms: 700 baht.

**Chan Chalay (ชานชเล) (opposite the District Office)** 55 Uttarakit Road, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel/Fax: 0 7562 0952, http://lovechanchalay.com, 23 rooms: 250-600 baht.

**City Hotel (ซิตี้ เฮลท์)** 15/2-4 Sukhon Road, Tel. 0 7561 1961, 0 7562 1280-1, Fax: 0 7562 1282 www.citykrabi.com, 123 rooms: 550-1,800 baht.

**Crystal (คริสตัล)** 331/9 Maha Rat Road, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel. 0 7562 3274, Fax: 0 7562 3639, 64 rooms: 1,200-2,400 baht.

**Golden Hill (โกลเด้น ฮิลล์)** 18 Chamai Anuson Road, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel. 0 7562 3651-4, Fax: 0 7562 3661 www.krabigoldenhillhotel.com, 39 rooms: 850-1,500 baht.

**Grand Mansion (แกรนด์ แมนชั่น)** 289/1 Uttarakit Road, Tel. 0 7562 0833-5, Fax: 0 7561 1372, 58 rooms: 300-1,200 baht.

**Green House Hotel (กรีนเฮาส์ โฮเต็ล)** 35 Maha Rat Road, Soi 5, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel. 0 7562 2960-2, www.greenhousehotel.com, 44 rooms: 1,000-1,800 baht.
**Hop Inn Krabi** (ฮอป อินน์ กระบี่) 1/9 Ruamjit Alley, Tambon Paknam, Tel. 0 7562 0889 www.hopinnhotel.com 600-650 baht.

**Hogwarts Hostel** (ฮอกวาร์ท อิสเท็ด) 2/7 Maharaj Soi 10 Road, Tambon Paknam, Tel. 0 7565 6201 www.facebook.com/Hogwarts hostel, Mix dorm 6-8 pax: 360 baht./ pax

**Just Fine Krabi** (จัส ฟайн์ กระบี่) 2/8 Maharat Soi 10, Tel. 0 7561 1655, 09 4580 1555 www.justfinekrabi.com 11 rooms: 1,700 baht

**Krabi City Sea View (Khiang Thale)** กระบี่ ซีวิว (เคียงทะเล) 77/1 Khongkha Road, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel. 0 7562 2885-8, Fax: 0 7562 2884 www.krabicityseaviewhotel.com 30 rooms: 3,500-5,200 baht.

**Krabi Loma** (กระบี่ โลมา) 20 Chao Fa Road, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel. 0 7561 1168, 08 9733 3409, www.krabi-loma.com, 38 rooms: 500-1,500 baht.

**Krabi Pitta House** (กระบี่ พิตต้า เฮ้าส์) 287/18 Uttarakit Road, Tambon Paknam, Tel. 08 7681 9008 www.krabipittahouse.com 800-3,100 baht (for 8 pax)

**Krabi River (Mae Nam Krabi Hotel)** กระบี่ ริเวอร์ (โรงแรมแม่น้ำกระบี่) 73/1 Khongkha Road, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel. 0 7561 2321, www.krabiriverhotel.com, 20 rooms: 600-1,200 baht.

**Krabi Royal** (กระบี่ รอยัล) 403 Uttarakit Road, Tel. 0 7561 1582-4, Fax: 0 7561 1581, www.facebook.com/krabiboyalhotel, 58 rooms: 800 baht.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotel Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
<th>Room Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maritime Park and Spa Resort</strong></td>
<td>1 Thung Fa Road, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel. 07562 0028-46, Fax: 07561 2992, <a href="http://www.maritimeparkandspa.com">www.maritimeparkandspa.com</a></td>
<td>221 rooms: 2,500-3,200 baht.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pak up Hostel</strong></td>
<td>87 Utarakit Road, Tambon Paknam Tel. 07561 1955 <a href="http://www.pakuphostel.com">www.pakuphostel.com</a></td>
<td>Mix Dorm and 2 Double rooms: 400-900 baht.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Riverside</strong></td>
<td>287/11 Utarakit Road, Tel. 07563 2360-1, 07561 2128-9, Fax: 07562 1301, 115 rooms: 450-1,200 baht.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sleep Club Hostel</strong></td>
<td>38-40 Chao Fah Road, Pak Nam Tel. 07561 1548 <a href="http://www.facebook.com/sleepclubhostel">www.facebook.com/sleepclubhostel</a></td>
<td>4 rooms: 1,000 (for 2 pax)-5,000 baht. (for 6 pax)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sleep Whale Hotel</strong></td>
<td>325/5 Maharaj Road, Tambon Paknam, Tel. 07563 1323-4 <a href="http://www.sleepwhalehotel.com">www.sleepwhalehotel.com</a></td>
<td>37 rooms: 1,300 baht.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Snooze Hotel</strong></td>
<td>52 Maharaj Soi 6 Road, Tel. 07563 0031 <a href="http://www.snoozzhotel.com">www.snoozzhotel.com</a></td>
<td>47 rooms: 400-1,600 baht.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Best Time Hostel</strong></td>
<td>78 Pruksa Utis Road, Tambon Paknam, Tel. 09 7965 9151, 07581 4004 <a href="http://www.thebesttimehostel.com">www.thebesttimehostel.com</a></td>
<td>390 (mix dorm)-1,200 (family room)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Fong Krabi</strong></td>
<td>27/5 Wachara Road, Tambon Paknam, Tel. 07560 0423 <a href="http://www.thefongkrabi.com">www.thefongkrabi.com</a></td>
<td>18 rooms: 1,500-,1800 baht.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Greenery เดอะ กรีนเนอรี่ 167/2 Maha Rat Road, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel. 0 7562 3648-9, Fax: 0 7562 3650 www.facebook.com/Thegreenery-hotel 30 rooms: 600-1,000 baht.

Thepparat Travel Lodge (เทพรัตน ทราเวล ลodge) 151-155 Maharat Road, Tel. 0 7561 2363, 0 7562 2048, Fax: 0 7561 1413, www.thepparatlodge.com, 24 rooms: 650-1,950 baht.

The Oasis (ดิ โอเอซิส) 64 Krabi-Khaothong Road, Tel: 0 7562 3636-7, www.citykrabi.com/theoasis_resort 38 rooms: 900-1,200 baht.

The River Scene Hotel (เดอะ ริเวอร์ ซีน โฮเทล) 179 City Plaza Uttarakit Road, Tambon Paknam, Tel. 08 1814 3886 www.theriverscenekrabi.com, 10 rooms: 1,690-2,290 baht.

Wiang Thong (เวียงทอง) 155 Uttarakit Road, Tel. 0 7562 0020-3, Fax: 0 7561 2525, 145 rooms: 700-1,200 baht.

Hat Noppharat Thara (หาดนพรัตนธารา) Krabi Success Beach Resort (กระบี่ ซัคเซส บีช รีสอร์ท) 112 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Amphoe Mueang, Tel. 0 7566 1170-5, Bangkok Office, Tel: 0 2322 2077-8, www.krabisuccessbeachresort.com, 77 rooms: 3,900 baht.

Krabi Forest Home Resort (กระบี่บ้านป่า รีสอร์ท) 68 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 8109, 08 9588 3472 www.krabiforesthome.com, 10 rooms: 1,000-1,600 baht.
The Emerald Resort and Bungalow (ติ่ม เมอร์รัลด์ รีสอร์ท แอนด์ บังกะโล) 80 Mu 4, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 08 1956 2566, 08 1892 1072 www.the-emerald-bungalow-resortkrabi.com, 40 rooms: 900-2,200 baht.

Noppharat Resort (นาพรัตน์ รีสอร์ท) (Family Bungalow) 97 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7566 1301, 08 9592 6985, www.noppharatre-sort.com, 24 rooms: 800-1,500 baht.

Blue Bayou Bungalow (บลูเบยู บังกะโล) 79 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 07563 7558, 07563 7083, 16 rooms: 500-2,500 baht.

P.A.N Beach Bungalow (พี.เอ.เอ็น บีช บังกะโล) 105 Mu 4, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 07561 2555, 08 9866 4373 www.panbeachkrabi.com, 15 rooms: 700-1,500 baht.

Mind Bungalow (มาดิ บังกะโล) 148 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 8078-9, 08 1676 7720, 28 rooms: 600-2,000 baht.

Sabai Resort (สบาย รีสอร์ท) 79/2 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7791, www.sabairesort.com, 17 rooms: 1,200-1,900 baht.

Srisuksant Resort (ศรีสุขสันต์ รีสอร์ท) 145 Mu 3, Liap Hat Noppharat Thara Road, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 8002-4, 0 7566 1258, www.srisuksantresort.com, 66 rooms: 1,000-2,500 baht.

Ao Nang Buri Resort (อ่าวบางบุรี รีสอร์ท) 118 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7499, www.aonangburi.com, 69 rooms: 3,800-6,300 baht.

Hat Ao Nang (อ่าวนาง)

Alis (อลิส) 125 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 8000, Fax: 0 7563 8100, www.alisthailand.com, 34 rooms: 2,000-2,500 baht.

Ao Nang Beach Resort (อ่าวนาง บีช รีสอร์ท) 142 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7766-7, Fax: 0 7563 7812 www.aonangbeach.com 17 rooms: 2,000-3,000 baht.

Ao Nang Fiore Resort and Spa (อ่าวนางฟิโอเร รีสอร์ท แอนด์ สปา) 764 Mu 2, Tel. 0 7569 5522-3 www.aonangfiore.com 79 rooms: 5,000-10,000 baht.

Ao Nang Garden Home Resort (อ่าวนาง การ์เดน โฮม รีสอร์ท) 87/2 Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7586, Fax: 0 7563 7584, 20 rooms: 600-1,000 baht.

Ao Nang Grand Inn (อ่าวนาง แกรนด์ อินน์) 235 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7295, Fax: 0 7563 7468, www.aonang/grandinn.com, 18 rooms: 600-8,000 baht.

Ao Nang Pakasai Resort (อ่าวนาง ปากาสัย รีสอร์ท) 88 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7777-8, Fax 0 7563 7637, www.pakasai.com, 77 rooms: 2,950-29,000 baht.

Ao Nang Palace (อ่าวนาง พาเลซ) 23/4 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7542-3, Fax: 07563 7304, 24 rooms: 900-2,000 baht.

Ao Nang Palm Hill (อ่าวนาง ปัลม์ ฮิลล์) 83 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7207, 10 rooms: 800-1,000 baht.

Ao Nang Paradise Resort (อ่าวนาง พาราไดซ์ รีสอร์ท) 25/18 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7650-1, Fax: 0 7563 7652, www.aonang-paradise-resort.com, 30 rooms: 1,900-3,900 baht.

Ao Nang Pearl (อ่าวนางพาร์ล) 362 Ao Nang Soi 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel: 08 7264 5014, 0 7569 5580, www.aonangpearl.com, 10 rooms: 500-1,100 baht.
Ao Nang Phupimarn Resort and Spa (อ่าวนาง ภูพิมาน รีสอร์ต แอนด์ สปา) 86/8 Mu 2, Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7111, 0 7563 7123 www.aonangphupimaaan.com 3,500-14,000 baht.

Ao Nang Princeville Krabi (อ่าวนาง ปริ๊นซ์ วิลเลจ) 164 Mu 2, Tel. 0 7563 7971-3 www.aonangprinceville.com 50 rooms: 4,000-11,000 baht.

Ao Nang Sea Front Resort (อ่าวนาง ซี ฟร้อนท์ รีสอร์ต) 273 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7591-3, Fax: 0 7563 7591, 38 rooms: 1,000-3,800 baht.

Ao Nang Silver Orchid Resort (อ่าวนาง ซิลเวอร์ ออร์คิด รีสอร์ต) 672 Mu 2, Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7569 5365-6, 0 7569 5488 www.aonangsilverorchidresort.com 1,500-5,000 baht.

Ao Nang Sunset (อ่าวนาง ซันเซ็ท) 268 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7441-2, Fax: 0 7563 7440, www.aonangsunset.com, 44 rooms: 1,600-2,900 baht.

Ao Nang Villa Resort (อ่าวนาง วิลล่า รีสอร์ต) 113 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7270-2, Fax: 0 7569 5072, www.aonangvilla.com, 157 rooms: 2,100-6,500 baht.

Ao Nang Village (อ่าวนาง วิลเลจ) 49/3 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7544, www.aonangvillage.com, 40 rooms: 1,000-3,000 baht.

Ban Ao Nang Resort (บ้าน อ่าวนาง รีสอร์ต) 211 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7071-4, www.anyavee.com, 110 rooms: 1,200-4,000 baht.

Beach Terrace (บีช เทเรซ) 154 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7566 1333 www.krabibeachterrace.com, 42 rooms: 1,250-2,600 baht.

Best Western Ao Nang Bay Resort and Spa (เบสเทิร์น เวสเทิร์น อ่าวนางเบย์ รีสอร์ตแอนด์สปา) 31/4 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel: 0 7566 1400-3, www.anyavee.com, 65 rooms: 1,400-4,000 baht.

Blue Village (บลู วิลเลจ) 105 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7887, Fax: 0 7563 7743, www.bluevillagekrabi.com, 15 rooms: 1,150-4,550 baht.

Dream Garden Hostel (ดรีม การ์เดน โฮสเทล) 86/2 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel: 0 7563 7338, Fax: 0 7569 5139, 12 rooms: 600-1,500 baht.

Duangjai Resort (ดวงใจ รีสอร์ต) 152 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 8211-4, www.duangjairesort.com, 20 rooms: 2,500-5,300 baht.

Emerald Garden Resort (อีเมอรัล การ์เดน รีสอร์ต) 90 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7692, 0 7563 7638, Fax: 0 7563 7691, www.krabiemerald.com, 66 rooms: 1,850-9,400 baht.

Full Moon House Resort (ฟูลมูน เฮาส์ รีสอร์ต) 248 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7735, Fax: 0 7563 7736, www.fullmoonaonang.com, 9 rooms: 600-1,200 baht.

Golden Beach Resort (โกลเด้น สีฟรอนท์ รีสอร์ต) 254 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7870, Fax: 0 7563 7875, www.goldenbeach-resort.com, 67 rooms: 2,250-10,000 baht.

Green Park Bungalow (กรีน พาร์ค บังกะโล) 263 Mu 2, Ao Nang Soi 6, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7300, 08 4052 2363, 7 rooms: 1,250-2,250 baht.

Green View Village (กรีน วิว วิลเลจ) 279 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7481, 0 7569 5222, Fax: 0 7569 5224, www.greenviewaonang.com, 24 rooms: 400-1,500 baht.
**Green Valley Resort** (กรีน วาเลย์ รีสอร์ท) 13 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7562 1665, www.krabidir.com/grvalleyresort, 30 rooms: 400-1,000 baht.

**Krabi Front Bay Resort** (กระบี่ ฟร้อนท์ เบย์ รีสอร์ท) 140/1 Mu 7, Tambon Saithai, Tel. 0 7562 6777 www.krabifrontbayresort.com 82 rooms: 4,800-5,400 baht.

**Krabi Heritage Resort** (กระบี่ เฮอริเทจ รีสอร์ท) 312 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7569 5261-6, Fax: 0 7569 5267, www.krabiheritage.com, 78 rooms: 1,500-3,000 baht.

**Krabi La Playa** (กระบี่ ลา พลэยา) 143 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel: 0 7563 7015 - 20, Fax: 0 7569 5497. Bangkok Office, Tel: 0 2158 2525 - 28, Fax: 0 2158 2595, www.krabilaplaya.com, 79 rooms: 4,200 - 5,100 baht.

**Krabi Sea View** (กระบี่ซีวิว) 143 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7242-5, 22 rooms: 1,500-3,900 baht.

**Krabi Thai Village Resort** (กระบี่ไทย วิลเลจ รีสอร์ท) 260 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7710-9, Bangkok Office, Fax: 0 2275 4397, www.krabithaivillage.com, 130 rooms: 3,200-9,200 baht.

**Krabi Tipa Resort** (กระบี่ทิพา รีสอร์ท) 121/1 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7527-30, www.krabitiaparesort.com, 102 rooms: 1,500-5,500 baht.

**Laithai Resort** (ลายไทยเรสอร์ท) 25/1 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7281, Fax: 0 7563 7282, www.laithai/resort.com, 20 rooms: 1,400-3,400 baht.
Orchid Bungalow (ออคิด บังกะโล) 141 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 8426 www.aonangorchid-resort.com, 20 rooms: 1,500-4,500 baht. 29.6.17

Pavilion Queen’s Bay: Ao Nang (พาเวิลชั่น ควีนส์ เบย์ อawanag) 56/3 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7611-20, Fax: 0 7563 7609, www.pavilionhotels.com, 106 rooms: 6,500-12,000 baht.

Phranang Place (พระนาง เพลส) 345 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7569 5537, Fax: 0 7569 5538, www.phranangplace.com, 10 rooms: 700-1,600 baht.

Peace Laguna Resort (พีซ ลากูนา รีสอร์ท) 193 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7344-7, Fax: 0 7563 7347 www.peacelagunaresort.com, 38 rooms: 750-1,200 baht

Phranang Inn (พระนาง อินน์) 119 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7130-3, Bangkok Office, Tel. 0 2236 2345, 0 2236 4141, Fax: 0 2236 3344, www.phrananginn.com, 79 rooms: 1,500-5,100 baht.

Sabai Mansion (สบาย แมนชั่น) 249/1 Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7643, 10 rooms: 1,000-1,350 baht.

Seagull Hut (ซีเกลิ้ท) 253 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7456, 14 rooms: 700-1,000 baht.

Somkiet Buri Resort and Spa (สมเกียรติ บุรี รีสอร์ท แอนด์ สปา) 236 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7321, 0 7563 7990-1, Fax: 0 7563 7320, www.krabidir.com/somkietburi, 26 rooms: 1,800-4,500 baht.
The Cliff Ao Nang Resort (เดอะ คลิฟ อ่าว นาง รีสอร์ท) 85/2 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 8117-8, www.thecliffkrabi.com, 21 rooms: 4,750-12,000 baht.

The L Resort (เดอะ แอล รีสอร์ท) 31 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7484-6, www.thelresort.com, 44 rooms: 3,300-15,600 baht.

The Verandah (เดอะ เวอร์รันดา) 191 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7454, www.theverandahaonang.com, 21 rooms: 2,799-5,390 baht.

Vogue Phranang Bay Resort and Spa (โวค พระนาง รีสอร์ท แอนด์ สปา) 244 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel: 0 7563 7635-6, www.vogueresort.com, 78 rooms: 5,800-6,800 baht.

Ao Phai Plong (อ่าวโพง) Centara Grand Beach Resort & Villas Krabi (เซ็นทารา แกรนด์ บีช รีสอร์ท แอนด์ วิลล่าส์ กราบี) 396-396/1 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 7789, www.centarahotelsresorts.com, 192 rooms: 12,000-80,000 baht.

Hat Rai Le (หาดไรเลย์) Anyavee Rai Le Resort (อัญญาวี ไรเลย์ รีสอร์ท) On the eastern side of Hat Rai Le, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 08 6950 1405, 08 1537 5517 www.anyaveehotel.com, 60 rooms: 1,500-4,000 baht.

Bhu Nga Thani Resort and Spa (บุหงาธานี รีสอร์ท แอนด์ สปา) 479 Mu 2, Railay East, Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7581 9451-4, www.bhungathani.com, 60 rooms: 9,600-46,000 baht.

Diamond Private Resort (ไดมอนด์ โพเรีย รีสอร์ท) 36 Mu 1, Tambon Ao Nang (East of Hat Rai Le), Tel. 0 7562 1729, www.diamondprivate-railay.com, 26 rooms: 1,500-3,000 baht.

Diamond Cave Bungalow (ไดมอนด์ เคฟ บังกะโล) 36 Mu 1, Tambon Ao Nang (East of Hat Rai Le), Tel. 0 7562 1728, www.diamondcave-railay.com, 95 rooms: 1,500-4,000 baht.

Rai Lay Bay Resort and Spa (ไรเลย์ เบย์ รีสอร์ท แอนด์ สปา) 145 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7562 2570-3, www.krabi-railaybay.com, 100 rooms: 2,750-15,400 baht.

Rai Lay Beach Club (ไรเลย์ บีช คลับ) 200 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7562 2582, 08 6685 9359, www.raileibeachclub.com, 24 shelters: 1,200-16,000 baht.

Rai Lay Princess Resort and Spa (ไรเลย์ ปริสเซส รีสอร์ท แอนด์ สปา) 145/1 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 07581 9401-3 www.krabi-railayprincess.com 8,900-13,000 baht.

Rai Lay Village Resort (ไรเลย์ วิลเลจ รีสอร์ท) 236 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7562 2578-9, www.krabidir.com/railayvillageresort, 48 rooms: 2,700-7,500 baht.

Rayavadee Premier Resort (รายาวดี พรีเมียร์ รีสอร์ท) 214 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7562 0740 - 3, Fax: 0 7562 0630. Bangkok Office, Tel. 0 2301 1850, www.rayavadee.com, 114 rooms: 19,400-118,000 baht.

Sunrise Tropical Resort (ซันไรส์ ทรопิคอล รีสอร์ท) 39 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7562 2599, 0 7562 2604, www.sunrisetropical.com, 28 rooms: 2,550-4,500 baht.

Sand Sea Resort (แซนด์ ซี รีสอร์ท) 39 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7562 2574-5, Fax: 0 7562 2577, www.sandseakrabi.com, 70 rooms: 900-2,800 baht.
Yaya Resort 1 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7562 2593, 08 1963 8458-9, Fax: 0 7562 2593, 75 rooms: 600-2,300 baht.

Ao Ton Sai Krabi Mountain View Resort 132/34 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7562 2610-3, Fax: 0 7562 2611, 46 rooms: 1,200-1,900 baht.

Tonsai Bay Resort 18 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel/Fax: 0 7563 7234, 08 9874 3969, www.tonsaibaykrabi.com, 40 villars: 1,500-3,200 baht.

Hat Ao Nam Mao Dawn of Happiness 23 Ban Laem Pho, Krabi-Susan Hoi Road, Tambon Sai Thai, 15 rooms: 650-950 baht.

Hat Khlong Muang Andaman Holiday Resort 98 Mu 3, Hat Khlong Muang, Tambon Nong Thale, Tel. 0 7562 8300, 0 7564 4321-3, www.andamanholiday.com, 116 rooms: 2,500-9,800 baht.

Khlong Muang Sunset House 119 Mu 3, Tambon Nong Thale, Amphoe Mueang, Tel: 0 7560 0031, 08 1894 3317, Fax: 0 7560 0030, 5 rooms: 600 baht.

Nakamanda Resort and Spa 126 Mu 3, Tambon Nong Thale, Amphoe Mueang, Tel. 0 7562 8200, Fax: 0 7564 4390, www.nakamanda.com, 39 rooms: 9,000-65,000 baht.
Sheraton Krabi Beach Resort (เซอราร์ตันกระบี่ บีช รีสอร์ท) 155 Mu 2, Hat Khlong Muang, Tambon Nong Thale, Amphoe Mueang, Tel: 0 7562 8000, Fax: 0 7562 8028. Bangkok Office, Tel: 0 2620 9889, Fax: 0 2620 9006, www.sheraton.com/krabi, 246 rooms: 4,500-26,300 baht.

Sofitel Phokeethra Krabi Resort and Spa (โซฟิเทลโภคีธรากระบี่รีสอร์ทแอนด์สปา) 200 Mu 3, Hat Khlong Muang, Tambon Nong Thale, Amphoe Mueang, Tel: 0 7562 7800-90, Fax: 0 7562 7899, www.sofiteltel.com/asia, 276 rooms: 4,750-41,250 baht.

The Krabi Sand Resort (เดอะกระบี่แซนด์รีสอร์ท) 118 Mu 3, Ban Khlong Muang, Tambon Nong Thale, Amphoe Mueang, Tel/Fax 0 7560 0027-8, www.krabisands.com, 26 rooms: 3,000-3,800 baht.

Hat Thap Khaek (หาดทับแขก)
Phu Lay Bay, A Ritz-carlton Reserve (พุเลเบย์) 111 Mu 3, Tambon Nong Thale, Tel: 0 7562 8111, Fax: 0 7562 8191, www.phulaybay.com, 54 rooms: 19,550-68,000 baht.

The Tub Kaak Krabi Boutique Resort (เดอะทับแกลกระบี่บูติกรีสอร์ท) 123 Mu 3, Tambon Nong Thale, Tel: 0 7562 8400, Fax: 0 7562 8499, www.tubkaakresort.com, 42 rooms: 13,000-49,000 baht.

Tup Kaek Sunset Beach Resort (ทับแกลซันเซ็ทบีชรีสอร์ท) 109 Mu 3, Tambon Nong Thale, Tel: 0 7562 8600, 08 7972 0404, 0 7561 8067-8, Fax: 0 7562 8666, www.tupkaeksunset.com, 37 rooms: 3,100-4,100 baht.

Amphoe Ao Luek (อำเภออาหลีก)
P N Mountains Resort (พีเอ็นเมาท์เนนส์รีสอร์ท) 219 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Luek Tai, Tel: 0 7568 1750, 0 7568 1447, 0 7568 1554, Fax: 0 7568 1148, 36 rooms: 600 - 800 baht.

Ao Luek Resort (อาหลีกรีสอร์ท) 2/6 Mu 2, Tambon Ao Luek Tai, Tel: 0 7568 1133, 15 rooms: 280 - 400 baht.

Morakot Resort (มอร์โคทรีสอร์ท) 15 Mu 2, Khlong Thom Nuea, Tel. 08 1415 1982, 5 rooms: 400 - 600 baht.
Wararuadee Resort (วารากิ้น รีสอร์ท) 117/7 Mu 7, Ao Luk Tai, Tel. 08 8381 0290, 500 baht.

Ko Siboya (เกาะศรีบอยา)

Siboya Bungalows (สีบอยา บังกะโล) P.O. Box 5, Tambon Ko Siboya, Amphoe Nuea Khlong, Tel. 0 7561 8026, 08 1979 3344, www.siboyabungalows.com, 20 rooms: 200 - 1,500 baht.

Amphoe Nuea Khlong (อำเภอเหนือคลอง)

Ko Pu (Ko Cham)

Andaman Beach Resort (อันดามัน บีช รีสอร์ท) 92 Mu 3, Tambon Ko Siboya (Ko Cham), Tel: 08 1844 9069, 08 6560 9977, www.andamanlanta.com, 75 rooms: 1,300-3,600 baht.


Ko Pu Valley Resort (เกาะปู วัลลีรีสอร์ท) 286 Mu 2, Ban Ko Pu, Tambon Ko Siboya, Tel. 08 1077 9560, 08 3389 9089, 7 rooms: 400-600 baht.

Koh Jum Lodge (เกาะจัม ลอดจี้) 286 Mu 3, Tambon Siboya, Tel. 0 7561 8275, Fax: 0 7561 8276, www.kohjumlodge.com, 15 rooms: 4,500-7,000 baht.


Season Bungalow (ซีซัน บังกะโล) 159 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Siboya (Ko Cham), Tel. 08 1895 0049, 18 rooms: 500-1,900 baht.

Ting Rai Bay Resort (ติ่ง ไทร บีช รีสอร์ท) 134 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Siboya (Ko Cham), Tel. 08 7277 7379, 08 7263 3881, www.tingraibay.com, 9 rooms: 500 baht.

Amphoe Ko Lanta (อำเภอเกาะลันตา)

Ko Lanta (เกาะลันตา)

Hat Khlong Dao (หาดคลองดาว)

Andaman Lanta Resort (อันดามัน ลันตา รีสอร์ท) 142 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4200 - 1, www.andamanlanta.com, 75 rooms: 1,300-3,600 baht.

Baahra Bungalow (บาหรา บังกะโล) 232 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4645, 08 1684 1714 www.baahra.com, 10 rooms: 450-950 baht.

Costa Lanta (คูสตา สันตา) 212 Mu 1, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7566 8186 www.costalanta.com, 22 rooms: 1,100-6,400 baht.

Chada Beach Resort and Spa (ชฎา บีช รีสอร์ท แอนด์ สปา) 279 Mu 1, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7566 8124-7 www.chadahotel.com, 196 rooms: 4,600-17,000 baht.

Chaba Bungalow and Art Gallery (ชบา บังกะโล แอนด์ อาร์ต แกลเลอรี่) 20 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4823 www.cha-babungalows, 27 rooms: 2,000-8,000 baht.

D.R. Lanta Bay Resort (ดีอาร์ ลันตา เบย์ รีสอร์ท) 206 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 08 1970 6904, www.drlantabayresort.com, 48 rooms: 800-6,000 baht.

Diamond Sand Palace (ไดมอนด์ แซนด์ แพลซ) 117 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4135-6, 20 rooms: 500 - 1,800 baht.

Golden Bay Cottage (โกลเดน เบย์ คอทเทจ) 22 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4161-2, 08 6359 8815 www.goldenbaylanta.com, 51 rooms: 500 - 1,800 baht.
**Holiday Villa** (Holiday Villa) 220 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 0 7568 4370, 08 1893 3737, Fax: 0 7568 4375, www.holidayvillalanta.com, 58 rooms: 2,500-5,000 baht.

**Khlong Dao Beach Resort** (คลองดาว บีช ริสอร์ท) 39 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4901-3, Fax: 0 7568 4903, 26 rooms: 300-1,500 baht.

**Laguna Beach Club** (แลกูน่า บีช คลับ) 165 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7566 8172, www.laguna-beach-club.com, 33 rooms: 1,400-2,250 baht.

**Lanta Bee Garden** (ลันตา บี การ์เด้น) 199 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4227, 08 1606 6344, www.lantabeegarden.com, 22 rooms: 500-3,500 baht.

**Lanta Island Resort** (ลันตา ไอร์แลนด์ รีสอร์ท) 10 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Ko Lanta, Tel: 0 7568 4124 – 5, Fax: 0 7568 4128, www.lanta island-resort.com, 51 rooms: 600-2,500 baht.

**Lanta Palm Beach Bungalow** (ลันตา ปัลม์บีช บังกะโล) 47 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4406, 08 1787 9483, www.lantapalmbeach.com, 35 rooms: 1,500-4,000 baht.

**Lanta Sea House** (ลันตา ซี เฮาส์) 15 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4073-4, Fax: 0 7568 4113, www.lantaseahouseresort.com, 50 rooms: 1,600-7,000 baht.

**Lanta Summer House** (ลันตา ซัมเมอร์ เฮาส์) 208 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7566 8098, 08 1787 9343, Fax: 0 7568 4369, 28 rooms: 1,600-4,500 baht.

**Lanta Scenic Bungalow** (ลันตา ซีนิค บังกะโล) 215 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4231, 0 7568 4481, Fax: 0 7568 4231, www.lantascenic.net, 23 bungalows: 650-2,100 baht.

**Lanta Villa Resort** (ลันตา วิลล่า ริสอร์ท) 14 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4129, Fax: 0 7568 4131, www.lantavillaresort.com, 40 rooms: 700-3,000 baht.

**Noble House Resort** (โนเบิล เฮาส์ ริสอร์ท) 111 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4096–7, www.noblehouselanta.com, 23 rooms: 700-8,000 baht.

**Ocean View Resort** (โอเชี่ยน วิว ริสอร์ท) 193 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4089-1, www.oceanviewlanta.com, 25 rooms: 800-4,000 baht.

**Royal Lanta Resort and Spa** (รอยัล ลันตา รีสอร์ท แอนด์ สปา) 222 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4361, 08 1348 7488, Fax: 0 7568 4362, www.royallanta.com, 48 rooms: 2,500-20,000 baht.

**Southern Lanta Resort** (เซาเทิร์น ลันตา รีสอร์ท) 105 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Hat Khlong Dao, Tel: 0 7568 4175 www.southernlanta.com, 99 rooms: 1,000-6,000 baht.

**Twin Lotus Resort and Spa** (ทวิน โลตัส รีสอร์ทแอนด์สปา) 199 Mu 1, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7560 7000, Fax: 0 7560 7099 www.twinlotusresort.com, 76 rooms: 3,200-8,400 baht.

**Hat Phra Ae (Long Beach)** (หาดพระแอะ) (หาดลองบีช) 

**Good Days Lanta Chalet & Resort** (ดีดี ลันตา ชาเลต แอนด์ รีสอร์ท) 183 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 0 7568 4186, 08 1676 4875, Fax: 0 7568 4481, www.gooddayslanta.com, 42 rooms: 1,600 – 2,500 baht.

**Lanta Casuarina Beach Resort** (ลันตา แคชชูเรน่า บีช รีสอร์ท) 288 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4685–8, Fax: 0 7568 4689, www.lantacasuarina.com, 65 rooms: 1,900 – 5,300 baht.
Lanta Full Moon Bay View Resort (ลันตา ฟูล มน บี วิว รีสอร์ท) 261 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7566 7143, 21 rooms: 600–1,500 baht.

Lanta Garden Hill Resort (ลันตา การ์เดน ฮิลล์ รีสอร์ท) 242, 240/1-4 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4210–1, Fax: 0 7568 4212 www.lantagardenhill.com, 65 rooms: 1,000-3,800 baht.

Lanta Marina Resort (ลันตา มารีน่า รีสอร์ท) 147 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 0 7568 4168, www.lantamarina.com, 23 rooms: 900-2,000 baht.

Lanta Nakara Resort (ลันตา นครา รีสอร์ท) 120 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4198, Fax: 0 7568 4673, www.lantalongbeach.com, 44 rooms: 1,200-7,700 baht.

Lanta New Beach Bungalow (ลันตา นิว บีช บังกะโล) 122 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7566 7073, 08 9726 4423, 08 6942 5897 www.lantanewbeach.com, 30 rooms: 400–2,500 baht.

Lanta Palm Beach (ลันตา ปาล์ม บีช) 47 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4204, 08 1787 9483, www.lantapalmbeachresort.com, 35 rooms: 800–3,500 baht.
Lanta Pearl Beach Resort (ลันตา เพิร์ล บีช รีสอร์ท) 233 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4204, 08 6586 9283 www.lantapearlbeach.com, 40 rooms: 800–2,700 baht.

Lanta Sunny House (ลันตา สันนี่ เฮ้าส์) 42 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4347, 08 1978 6613, www.lantasunnyhouse.com, 30 rooms: 300–800 baht.

Lanta Sand Resort & Spa (ลันตา แซนด์ รีสอร์ท แอนด์ สปา) 279 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4034, 0 7568 4633–4 www.lantasand.com, 78 rooms: 3,700–10,700 baht.

Lanta Tropicana Resort (ทรอปิคาน่า ลันตา รีสอร์ท) 352 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7562 1309, 0 7568 4633 www.lantatropicanaresort.com, 40 rooms: 4,000–7,000 baht.

Lanta Resort (ลันตา รีสอร์ท) 243 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4911-3, 0 7568 4114, www.lantaresort.net, 182 rooms: 1,700–14,000 baht.

Layana Resort & Spa (ลยาน่า รีสอร์ท แอนด์ สปา) 272 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7560 7100, Fax: 0 7560 7199, www.layanaresort.com, 50 rooms: 11,000–95,000 baht.

L D Bungalow (Sandy Beach Bungalow) (แอลดี บังกะโล) (แซนดี้ บีช บังกะโล) 46/1 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 0 7568 4548-9, 23 rooms: 400–1,500 baht.

Mook Lanta Boutique Resort & Spa (มูค ลันตา บูทีค รีสอร์ท แอนด์ สปา) 343 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 0 7568 4658 www.mooklanta.com, 24 rooms: 400-4,500 baht.

Relax Bay Resort (เรลакс เบย์ รีสอร์ท) 111 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 0 7568 4430, 0 7568 4194, Fax: 0 7568 4196, www.relaxbay.com, 37 rooms: 800–4,500 baht.

Sayang Beach Bungalow (ซายัง บีช บังกะโล) 72 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7562 197, 08 1536 9649, Fax: 0 7568 4568, www.sayangbeach.combungalow, 29 rooms: 1,100–5,800 baht.

Sea Pearl Lanta Cottage (ซีเพิร์ล ลันตา คottage) 201 Mu 3, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4504, 08 1315 6224, 13 rooms: 600–1,200 baht.

Hat Khao Kwang (หาดเขากวาง) Kaw Kwang Beach Resort (เขากวาง บีช รีสอร์ท) 16 Mu 1, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7566 8260, 08 3104 3014, www.lanta-kawkwangresort.com, 61 rooms: 700–4,500 baht.

Salatan Resort (ศาลาตัน รีสอร์ท) 166 Mu 1, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 0 7568 4111, 0 7562 0526, Fax: 0 7568 4114, www.salatanresort.com, 26 rooms: 800–4,800 baht.

Twin Bay Resort & Spa (ทวิน เบย์ รีสอร์ท แอนด์ สปา) 333 Mu 1, Hat Kho Kwang, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 0 7568 4477-8, www.lantatwinbay.com, 39 rooms: 1,800–7,600 baht.

Hat Khlong Khong (หาดคลองโขง) Blue Marine Bungalow (บลูมารีน บังกะโล) 288 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7568 4018, 08 1535 5120, 8 rooms: 350 – 800 baht.

B B Little Village (บีบี ลิตเติ้ล วิลเลจ) 196 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 08 1537 9932, 13 rooms: 300-700 baht.

Blue Andaman Lanta Resort (บลู อันดาเมัน ลันตา รีสอร์ท) 251 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7566 7082, 0 7566 7083, 06 2759 9464 www.blueandaman-lantaresort.com, 51 rooms: 800-2,500 baht.
Fisherman Cottage (พิเชียร์แมน คOTTage) 190 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 08 1476 1529, www.fishermanscottage.biz, 11 rooms: 500–800 baht.

Lanta Green Garden (ลันตา กรีน การ์เดน) 162 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 0 7568 4307, 08 6950 7257, 13 rooms: 800–1,500 baht.

Lanta Darawadee Resort (ลันตา ดาราวดี) 162 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 08 7046 5744, Fax: 0 7568 4789, www.lantadarawadeeresort.com, 32 rooms: 500–1,000 baht.

Lanta Pavilion (ลันตา พาวิลเลียน) 120 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7566 7079, 08 9652 1148, www.lantapavilion.com, 37 rooms: 400–1,200 baht.

Lanta Family Resort (ลันตา แฟมิลี่ รีสอร์ท) 193 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 0 7566 7053, 08 1676 4830 www.lantafamilyresort.com, 10 rooms: 500-3,500 baht.

Lanta New Beach (ลันตา นิว เบช) 122 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7566 7073, 08 9726 4423, 30 rooms: 400-1,000 baht.

Lanta Riviera Resort (ลันตา ริเวียร่า รีสอร์ท) 90/4 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 0 7568 4300–1 www.lantariviera.com, 50 rooms: 1,000–5,000 baht.

Lanta Lodge Resort & Bungalow (ลันตา โลดจ์ รีสอร์ท แอนด์ บังกะโล) 106 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 0 7568 4157, 08 1537 3874, Fax: 0 7568 4289, 22 rooms: 600–3,000 baht.

Thale Waek or Separated Sea
Lanta Emerald Bungalow (ลันตา เอ็มเมอรัล บังกะโล) 154 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel: 0 7566 7037, 08 4132 2255 www.lantaemeraldresort.com, 30 rooms: 800–3,000 baht.

Sea Sand Sun Resort (ซี แซนด์ ซัน รีสอร์ท) 286 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7566 7128 www.seasandsunresort-lanta.com, 26 rooms: 1,700–3,500 baht.

Where Else (แวร์ เอลซ์) 149 Mu 2, Tambon Sala Dan, Tel. 0 7566 7173, 09 3293 6545 www.whereelselanta.com, 22 rooms: 500–1,800 baht.

Hat Khlong Nin (หาดคลองนิน) Clean Beach (คลีน บีช) 16 Mu 2, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 0 7566 2652, 08 7270 0590, Fax: 0 7566 2597, www.cleanbeachresort.com, 26 rooms: 1,900–4,300 baht.

Lanta Miami Bungalow (ลันตา มายามิ บังกะโล) 13 Mu 6, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 0 7566 2559, 0 7566 2556, Fax: 0 7566 2557, www.lantamiami.com, 22 rooms: 1,900–4,000 baht.

Lanta Nature Beach (ลันตา เนเจอร์ บีช รีสอร์ท) 54 Mu 6, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 08 1397 0785, 0 7566 2560, 50 rooms: 900–2,000 baht.

Lanta Nice Beach Resort (ลันตา ไนซ์ บีช รีสอร์ท) 137 Mu 6, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 0 7566 2662, 0 7566 2577, Fax: 0 7566 2578, www.lantanicebeachresort.com, 35 rooms: 1,000–4,000 baht.

Lanta il Mare Beach Resort (ลันตา อิลมาเร่ บีช รีสอร์ท) 52 Mu 8, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 0 7566 2520–1, 08 1599 0020 www.lantailmare.com, 32 rooms: 1,200–4,700 baht.

Sri Lanta (ศรีลันตา) 111 Mu 6 Hat Khlong Nin, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Krabi Office Tel. 0 7566 2688 - 9, Fax: 0 7566 2687, Bangkok Office Tel: 0 2712 8858, Fax: 0 2712 6772, www.srilanta.com, 86 rooms: 1,500–5,000 baht.

Hat Khlong Nam Chuet (หาดคลองน้ำจุก) Dream Team Beach Resort (ดรีมทีม บีช รีสอร์ท) 38 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 08 9586 4091 www.dreamteamresort.com, 52 rooms: 800–3,600 baht.

Lanta Coral Beach Resort (ลันตา คอรัล บีช รีสอร์ท) 77 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 0 7561 8073, 0 7566 2535, 22 rooms: 400–2,500 baht.

Narima Resort (นาริมา รีสอร์ท) 98 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 0 7566 2668, 0 7566 2670, 08 9866 2622, Fax: 0 7566 2669, www.narimanlanta.com, 32 rooms: 1,300–5,200 baht.

Hat Ba Kan Tiang (หาดบากันเตียง) Baan Laanta Resort & Spa (บ้านลานตา รีสอร์ทแอนด์ สปา) 72 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 0 7566 5091, 08 6271 0345, www.baanlaanta.com, 25 rooms: 600–3,500 baht.

Kan Tiang Bay View Resort (กันเตียง เบย์ วิว รีสอร์ท) 9 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel: 08 1787 5192 www.kantiangbay.com, 25 rooms: 500–2,500 baht.

Lanta Marine Park View Resort (ลันตา มารีน ปาร์ค วิว รีสอร์ท) 58 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 0 7566 5063, 08 1956 2935, Fax: 0 7566 5064, www.lantamarine.com, 30 rooms: 1,000–1,800 baht.

Lanta Top View Resort (ลันตา ท็อปวิว รีสอร์ท) 225 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 08 7046 5744, 08 9292 2471 www.lantatopviewresort.com, 18 rooms: 700–1,050 baht.
Phra Nang Lanta (พระนาง ลันตา) 139 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 0 7566 5025–31, Fax: 0 7566 5030, www.phrananglanta.vacationvillage.co.th, 15 rooms: 2,000–3,000 baht.


Hat Khlong Chak (หาดคลองจาก)
Anda Lanta Resort (อันดา ลันตา รีสอร์ท) 79 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel: 0 7566 5018, 08 9920 7700, Fax: 0 7560 7599, www.andalanta.com, 50 rooms: 5,000–9,900 baht.

Khlong Chak Bungalow (คลองจาก บังกะโล) 89 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel/Fax: 0 7566 5016, 27 rooms: 500–1,300 baht.

Lanta Sun Moon Bungalow (ลันตา ซันมูน บังกะโล) 57 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 0 7566 5078, 08 9867 6463, Fax: 0 7566 5079, 19 rooms: 400–800 baht.

Hat Mai Phai (หาดไม้ไฝ)
Bamboo Bay Resort (แบมบู เบย์ รีสอร์ท) 78 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel/Fax: 0 7566 5023, 21 rooms: 400–1,300 baht.

Baan Phu Lae (บ้านปูเล) 109 Mu 5, Tambon Ko Lanta Yai, Tel. 0 7566 5100–1, Fax: 0 7566 5101, www.baanphuale.net, 12 rooms: 700–1,300 baht.

Ko Phi Phi (Phi Phi Don)
Hat Ton Sai (หาดตันไทร)
Chao Koh Phi Phi Lodge (ชาวเกาะ ฟิฟิ ลอเดจ) 157 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7563 1665 www.chaokohresort.com, 46 rooms: 1,700–3,200 baht.

Choo Nat House (ชูนัท เฮาส์) 118 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7560 1227, 08 1894 1026, Fax: 0 7562 2473, 12 rooms: 1,000–2,500 baht.

H.C. Anderson (เอชซี แอนเดอร์สัน) 125/14 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 08 1298 2818, 08 7283 0837, 24 rooms: 1,500–2,500 baht.
**Phi Phi K House** (เค เฮาส์) 251 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel: 0 7560 1049, 0 7560 1050, 08 6282 5036, 26 rooms: 800 baht.

**Phi Phi Banyan Villa** (พี พี บานยัน วิลล่า) 129 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7562 0599, 0 7561 1233, 08 1737 2494, www.ppbanyanvilla.com, 62 rooms: 2,200–2,500 baht.

**Phi Phi Andaman Legacy** (พี พี อันดามัน เลกาซี่) 1 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7560 1106–8, Fax: 0 7560 1107, www.phiphianandamanlegacy.com, 80 rooms: 2,000–3,400 baht.

**Phi Phi Hotel** (พี พี โฮเต็ล) 129 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7562 0599, www.phiphi-hotel.com, 64 rooms: 2,000–4,500 baht.

**Ao Lo Da Lam** (อ่าวโลดาลัม)

**Kinnaree House** (กินรี เฮาส์) 125/84 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 08 1854 5187, 08 1899 1691, 0 7560 1139, Fax: 0 7560 1138, www.phiphikinnaree.com, 23 rooms: 1,000–1,800 baht.

**Tropical Garden Bungalow** (ทรอปิคอล การ์เดน บังกะโล) 101 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7560 1024, 08 9729 1436, www.thailandphiphitravel.com, 28 rooms: 700–2,300 baht.

**Tara Inn** (ธารา อินน์) 121 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel: 0 7561 2402, 12 rooms: 400–1,000 baht.

**Phi Phi View Point** (พี พี วิว พอยท์) 107 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel: 08 1892 3150, 08 1476 3075, www.phiphiviewpoint.com, 50 rooms: 1,500–4,000 baht.

**Phi Phi Casita** (พี พี คาสิต้า) 129 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7560 1214, 08 1892 6242, Fax: 0 7560 1215, www.ppcasita.com, 110 rooms: 1,500–2,500 baht.

**Hat Laem Hin** (หาดแหลมหิน)

**Phi Phi Bay View Resort** (พี พี เบย์วิว รีสอร์ท) 69 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7560 1127–31 www.phiphibayview.com, 160 rooms: 1,500–4,400 baht.

**Hat Yao** (หาดยาว)

**Phi Phi Paradise Pearl Bungalow** (พี พี พาราไดซ์ เพิร์ล) 138 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7625 8474, 40 rooms: 1,359–2,900 baht.

**Laem Tong** (แหลมทอง)

**Holiday Inn Resort** (ฮอลิเดย์ อินน์ รีสอร์ท) 123 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7581 0889 www.holidayinnkrabi.com 173 rooms: 3,600–7,800 baht.

**Phi Phi Natural Resort** (พี พี เนเจอรัล รีสอร์ท) 53 Mu 8, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7581 8706–7, 08 1894 1696, www.phiphinatural.com, 79 rooms: 2,600–18,000 baht.

**P. P. Erawan Palm Resort** (พี พี อิราวัณ ปาล์ม รีสอร์ท) 45/9 Mu 9, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel: 0 7562 7500 – 23, Fax: 0 7562 7524, www.pperawanpalm.com, 46 rooms: 2,700–6,500 baht.

**Zeavola Resort & Spa** (ซีโวล่า รีสอร์ท แอนด์ สปา) 11 Mu 8, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7562 7000, Fax: 0 7562 7025, www.zeavola.com, 53 rooms: 6,960–19,700 baht.

**Ko Phi Phi** (เกาะพีพี)

**Andaman Beach Resort** (อันดามัน เบย์ รีสอร์ท) 65 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7562 1427, 53 rooms: 1,500–2,000 baht.

**Phi Phi Villa Resort** (พี พี วิลล่า รีสอร์ท) 1 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel: 0 7560 1100–1, www.phiphivillaresort.com, 62 rooms: 2,200–6,800 baht.
Phi Phi Island Cabana  58 Mu 7, Tambon Ao Nang, Tel. 0 7560 1170-7 www.phiphicabana-hotel.com, 203 rooms: 3,400-8,900 baht.

**Restaurants**

**Amphoe Mueang Krabi**

**Krabi Seafood** (กระบี่ ซีฟู้ด) 66 Maha Rat Road, Tambon Krabi Yai, Tel: 0 7562 1473, 08 9592 6503. Operates between 11.00 a.m.–11.00 p.m.

**Krabi Fishing** (กระบี่ ฟู้ชั่ง) 38/1 Mu 1, Tambon Thap Plik, Tel: 0 7561 8087, 08 4998 8288. A la carte and operates between 10.00 a.m.–10.00 p.m.

**Khao Kaeng Khrua F.M.** (ข้าวแกงครัว เอาฟ้าแอม) 354/3 Uttarakit Road, Tambon Pak Nam (in front of the Krabi Meritime Hotel), Tel: 08 1477 0130, 0 7563 2677. Authentic Southern cuisine like Southern-style curry, as well as, rice salad and operates between 7.00 a.m. – 5.00 p.m.

**Khrua Panida** (ครัวพนิดา) 151 – 155 Maha Rat Road, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel: 0 7562 2048, 0 7561 2363. Authentic Thai cuisine. Operates between 7.30 a.m. – 11.00 p.m.

**Chao Sua** (เจ้าสาว่า) 325/1 Maha Rat Road, Tel: 0 7563 1774. Authentic Thai cuisine.

**Diamond** (ไดมอนด์) 403 Uttarakit Road, Tambon Pak Nam (located within the Krabi Royal Hotel), Tel: 0 7561 1582 – 4. Fried chicken salad and operates between 7.00 a.m. – 1.00 a.m.

**Nong Chok** (น้องโจ๊ก) 50/3 Mu 7, Ban Khlong Hin, Tambon Sai Thai (behind the Governor’s residence), Tel: 0 7561 1639. Authentic Thai cuisine and seafood. Operates between 11.00 a.m. – 2.00 p.m. and 5.00 p.m. – 9.00 p.m.

**Bai Toei** (ใบเตย) 39 Khongkha Road, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel: 0 7561 1509, 0 7562 1468. Traditional cuisine and operates between 10.00 a.m.–10.00 p.m.

**Montien Thong** (มณเฑียรทอง) 56/3 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang (located within the Pavilion Hotel), Tel: 0 7563 7611 – 20. Prawn stuffed omelet and operates between 6.00 a.m. – 12.00 a.m.

**Ra Puu** (ราปู) 173/1 Krabi Road, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel: 0 7563 1416, 08 9873 7733. Authentic Thai cuisine and seafood. Operates between 10.30 a.m.–11.00 p.m.

**Rim Chon** (ริมชะ) 151 Mu 7, Tambon Sai Thai, Tel: 0 7561 2910, 08 1397 5761. Operates between 9.30 a.m.–9.30 p.m.

**Ruean Mai** (เรือนไม้) 315/5 Maha Rat Road, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel: 0 7563 1796 – 7. Authentic Thai cuisine and traditional dishes. Operates between 10.30 a.m. – 10.00 p.m.

**Ruean Phae** (เรือนแพ) 256/1 Uttarakit Road, Tambon Pak Nam, Tel: 0 7561 1956. Authentic Thai cuisine and seafood. Operates between 9.00 a.m. – 11.00 p.m.

**Wang Sai Seafood** (วังทราย ซีฟู้ด) 98 Mu 3, Tambon Ao Nang (located by the beach between Hat Noppharat Thara and Ao Phra Nang), Tel: 0 7563 8128, 08 1891 7740. Operates between 10.00 a.m. – 10.00 p.m.

**Wieng Thong** (เวียงทอง) 155 Uttarakit Road, Tambon Pak Nam (located within the Wiang Thong Hotel), Tel: 0 7562 0020. Southern mutton roti chanai or turban bread. Operates between 7.00 a.m. – 1.00 a.m.
Amphoe Khlong Thom
Ko Yong (โคหย่อง) 15 Phetchakasem Road, Tambon Khlong Thom Tai, Tel: 0 7569 9094. Pig Trotters Rice and a la carte. Operates between 8.00 a.m. – 3.30 p.m.

Pa Rean (ป้าเหรียญ) 78/15 Mu 2, Phetchakasem Road, Tambon Khlong Thom Tai, Tel: 0 7569 9323, 0 7564 0059, 08 1087 8051. A la carte and Chinese-style noodles. Operates between 7.00 a.m. – 8.00 p.m.

Amphoe Nuea Khlong
Ko Choi (โคจอย) 752 Mu 2, Tambon Nuea Khlong, Tel: 0 7569 1145, 08 1894 1932. Rice noodles in curried fish sauce. Operates between 6.00 a.m. – 1.30 p.m.

Hat Noppharat Thara Chuan Chim Seafood (ชวนชิม ซีฟู้ด) 55/5 Tambon Ao Nang (seaside restaurant), Tel: 0 7563 7355. Operates between 10.00 a.m. – 9.00 p.m.
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1. ลานปูต้า Lan Poo Dam
2. ช่อฟ้า Chao Fa Park
3. ทะเลน้ำทราย Khao Khanap Nam

ร้านอาหาร  Restaurant
1. Ruean Mai Restaurant
2. Bai Toei Restaurant

Legend

City Hall  มหาวิทยาลัย  Pier
จังหวัด  Post Office  ลำน้ำทราย Tourism Authority of Thailand
วัด  School  ทางหลวง Highway
โรงพยาบาล Bus Terminal  แม่น้ำ Stream, River
สถานีตำรวจ Police Station
สถานที่ท่องเที่ยว  Tourist Attraction
1 อุทยานแห่งชาติปากกรานี Than Bokkhorani National Park
2 แหลมทรายแดง Laem Thai Rat
3 อุทยานแห่งชาติเขาพนมแม่ญจาก Khao Phanom Bencha National Park
4 น้ำตกหวายโต Namtok Huai To
5 วัดดำเสือ Wat Tham Suea
6 เขาขามน้ำ Khao Khanap Nam
7 อ่าวทะเล อว่าท่าเลน Ao Tha Len
8 หาดคลองม่วง Hat Khlong Muang
9 หาดนพรัตนสารา Hat Noppharat Thara
10 อ่าวนาง Ao Nang
11 อ่าวน้ำเมา Ao Nam Mao
12 สุสานหอย Susan Hoi (Shell Cemetery)
13 ถ้ำพระนาง Tham Phranang
14 อ่าวไฮเลีย Ao Raile
15 เกาะไม้ไผ่ Ko Mai Phai
16 เกาะภพพิดลม Ko Phi Phi Don
17 เกาะภพพิดภี Ko Phi Phi Le
18 แหลมกรวด Laem Kruat
19 เกาะสีบอยา Ko Si Bo Ya
20 น้ำตกก้อนคลองทอ姆 Namtok Ron Khlong Thom
21 พิพิธภัณฑสถานวัดคลองทอ姆 Wat Khlong Thom Museum
22 น้ำตกกวินฟอง Namtok Hin Phoeng
23 บ้านหัวหิน Ban Hua Hin
24 เกาะสันดาปลอย Ko Lanta Noi
25 เกาะสันดาปใหญ่ Ko Lanta Yai
26 เกาะใหญ่ Ko Ngai
27 เกาะรอกรนอ Ko Rok Nok
28 เกาะรอกรนไน Ko Rok Nai
โรงเรียน

1. โรงเรียนซีโวลา Zeavola
2. ฟิฟี เนชั่นแนล วิลเลจ Phi Phi Natural Resort
3. ฟิฟี เإجراء ป่ามะ วิลเลจ P.P.Erawan Palms Resort
4. ฟิฟี ป่ามะ ปีซี วิลเลจ Phi Phi Palm Beach Resort
5. ฟิฟี ไอส์แลนด์ วิลเลจ Phi Phi Island Village
6. ฟิฟี รีแล็กซ์ ปีซี วิลเลจ P.P. Relax Beach Resort
7. ฟิฟี วิลลา วิลเลจ Phi Phi Villa Resort
8. อันดามัน ปีซี วิลเลจ Andaman Beach Resort
9. เบย์ วิว วิลเลจ Bay View Resort
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Useful Calls</th>
<th>Tel.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krabi Public Relations Office</td>
<td>0 7561 2611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krabi Provincial Office</td>
<td>0 7561 1381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krabi Hospital</td>
<td>0 7561 1227, 1669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krabi Bus Terminal</td>
<td>0 7561 1804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mueang Krabi District Police Station</td>
<td>0 7561 1222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>0 7561 1097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highway Police</td>
<td>1193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourist Police</td>
<td>1155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thai Meteorological Department</td>
<td>1182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TOURIST INFORMATION

TOURISM AUTHORITY OF THAILAND
1600 Phetchaburi Road, Makkasan
Ratchathewi, Bangkok 10400
Tel. 1672
Fax: 0 2253 7440
E-mail: info1@tat.or.th
www.tourismthailand.org
Open daily: 08.30 a.m.-04.30 p.m.

MINISTRY OF TOURISM AND SPORTS
4 Ratchadamnoen Nok Avenue, Bangkok 10100
Tel. 0 2283 1556
Open daily: 08.30 a.m.-04.30 p.m.

Suvarnabhumi Airport
Arrival Hall 2nd Floor Gate No.3
Tel. 0 2134 0040 (24Hrs.)

Tourism Authority of Thailand, Krabi Office
292 Maharat Road, Amphoe Mueang Krabi Krabi 81000
Tel. 0 7562 2163, 0 7561 2811-2
E-mail: tatkrabi@tat.or.th
Area of Responsibility: Krabi
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